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Weasel Press, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. Heath Brougher has achieved something brilliant with his creation of Spiralism, as
introduced to us in this book. As dense and fluid as bodies of water, each poem spirals with the
infinity of existence, communicating ideas wrapped in visceral images and clever metaphor only to
drop them just as quick as the spiral twists on. Biting social commentary sits alongside the
strangeness of the universe all contained in truly beautiful sentences as Brougher relentlessly
chases that long-suffered Causeway Truth. In To Burn in Torturous Algorithms, Brougher sets fire to
convention with a sharp wit and enthusiastic rejection of the same jaded, predictable mediocrity so
often found in contemporary poetry, and from the embers a new style of writing is born-Spiralism is
daring and ingenious, and I can t wait to see where the spiral swirls us to next. -Phillip Elliott,
Founder/Editor of award winning Into the Void Magazine, author of award-winning debut Dreaming
in Starlight Desacralizing yet homely, radical rooted at once, Heath Brougher s new collection of
poems To Burn in Tortuous Algorithms is a gripping testament to sundowns and nothingnesses.
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Reviews
It becomes an amazing ebook that we have possibly read through. It is really simplified but surprises within the 50 % from the ebook. You can expect to
like how the blogger compose this book.
-- Ms. Shaina Legros III
The best book i at any time read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
book to understand.
-- Raina Simonis
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